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this nation and they will always be well aware of their
customer high expectations and needs. Concentrating on
the quality of their products and services is always the
company’s top priority and concern. They have
diversified their products by including the MDF Door
Skins and Veneered MDF. The Exotic Sketch Face Door
Skins and Cut-to-Size products have become a reality of
many door and furniture makers. It has also become a
major goal of this prestigious company.

Abstract—The objective of this project is to reduce the
numbers of work-in-process (WIP) at veneer lamination line
One of the problems that been identified and formulated
was poor production planning and scheduling at the veneer
lamination line. Scheduling analysis of priority rules to
overcome the poor planning and scheduling problem by
comparing the existing rules of sequencing jobs by using
earliest due date (EDD) method with other three priority
rules which are first come first serve (FCFS), shortest
processing time (SPT) and longest processing time (LPT)
been approached to the system to be analyze. Average Job
Delayed (AJD) has been used as the measures of
effectiveness. New sequencing jobs rule of SPT instead of
EPT which is currently used has been proposed and
managed to reduce the number of WIP board from 1500
pieces to only 80 pieces.

II.

At this fibreboard company, manufacturing process
was divided into two major production processes which
are veneer preparation process and veneer lamination
process. Veneer preparation consists of loading and
unloading logs, peeling, drying, stitching and storing. In
veneer lamination, there are glue spreading and
lamination, cold press, inspection and repair 1, hot press,
inspection and repair C, sanding, quality control (QC)
and packaging process. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the
whole processes from both production lines. Fig. 2 shows
the factory layout.
For the veneer preparation process, logs will be unload
from the lorry and bring to the peeler for peeling process.
This process will peel the logs skin and cut it into small
pieces of veneer. Then, it will bring to dryer for drying
process. After that, by using the Kuper machine, it will be
stitched together to get different size of veneer. Lastly, it
will be send to the warehouse for storage.
For the second line which is veneer lamination process,
from the warehouse, the veneer and MDF board will be
send to the glue spreader for the glue spreading process.
Then, the workers will take the MDF board and paste the
veneer manually on the MDF board which called
lamination process. After finish a lot of 250 pieces, it will
send to the cold press station. In one time, the lot will be
press. After that, it goes to the inspection and repair 1
station. At this station, it will be inspect and repair for
any problem such as veneer overlap. Any board with bad
surface or paste of veneer will be rejected. Then, at the
hot press station, workers will cut the exceed veneer on
the length side, manually. They just tear the veneer and
then do the surface cleaning using duster. After that, the
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the world of industry, productivity is a big challenge
for any manufacturers. The concept of productivity was
developed in an effort to realize substantial growth of
industries operating in this turbulent and competitive
environment. To achieve high productivity, management
of any company needs more innovative ideas today than
ever before [1]. They must ensure that today is better than
yesterday, and tomorrow will be better than today. In
industry, productivity improvement did not have it ends
because due to increasing of market demands, customer
needs and challenge from other manufacturers [2].
Veneered medium density fibreboard (veneered MDF)
is an ideal alternative to solid wood and plywood. It is an
engineered wood composite board that is rapidly
replacing other materials in the wood-based product
market. Its advantages include high strength, ease of
processing, good weathering properties and an ability to
be made from a wide variety of fibrous materials. It is
suitable for numerous applications including furniture,
speaker boxes and doors.
With their vast expertise, experience and capital, they
are the leading wood panel manufacturing company in
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control (QC) and ended with the packaging process. All
the collection of rejected board will be directly reject to
the boiler or been rework. There are two types of rework
process which are relaminated and resize. For
relamination process, the board will repeat the process
from glue spreading until the end with the new piece of
veneer. For resize, the board will be cut into smaller size
than before.

worker will load the board into the hot press layer. In one
cycle, the hot press machine can press for only 20 pieces.
After been pressed, the board will went out at the back of
this machine and continue with the width side cutting,
manually. Then, it goes to inspection and repair C station.
At this station, the board will be inspected and repair for
any problem such as press mark, veneer not sticked
properly, etc. After that, to smooth the board surface, the
sanding process takes place. Followed by is the quality
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Figure 1. Process flow chart.
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Figure 2. Factory layout.

III.

First of all, analysis been conducted to examine the
existing scheduling rule use by this company which is
earliest due date (EDD). This analysis will be calculating
one of the criteria in measures of effectiveness of the
process which is the average job delayed. Below is the
sample calculation by using the EDD method to calculate
the average job delayed at glue spreading and lamination
station. This calculation is based on the production order
list in Table II. From order list for scheduling analysis of
EDD method at glue spreading and lamination station,
below are related values to calculate the measures of
effectiveness, which are:
1. Total flow time = 44.16 days
2. Number of orders = 33 orders
3. Total late days = 179.65 days
Total flow time is the cumulative of the processing
time for carrying all the orders that been scheduled [5]. In
this month, the total number of orders was 33 orders.
These orders are for the veneered medium density
fibreboard (MDF) from okoume (OKM) type of veneer.
The total late days is the total days that been delayed
from the delivery date or due date that been stated for
each order from customer. The calculation for the average
job delayed for the EDD method at glue spreading and
lamination station is [6]:
Average job delayed (AJD)
=Total late days / Number of orders
= 179.65 / 33
= 5.44 days / order

PROBLEM FORMULATION

One of the problem is this veneer lamination line is
poor production planning and scheduling. According to
the Operation Manager, their production department did
not have a proper production planning and scheduling.
This because, they still working with traditional method
that been used over 15 years ago. Besides that, after a
short discussion with the Operation Manager, he also said
that the production department did not plan very well on
the production line. This problem occurs especially in the
veneer lamination line starting from the fifth process in
the flow chart which is glue spreading and lamination.
The production department practices the Earliest Due
Date (EDD) method in sequencing the jobs from the
order list. They also did not have a proper scheduling
chart or production planning board to all the jobs that
need to be done and have already been done. This
problem occurs to late deliveries to the customer.
To reduce the late deliveries to customer, scheduling
the jobs in the production line is really important aspect
[3]. Scheduling is one of the important things in
production works. It provides a basis and direction for
assigning jobs to work centers. For doing this, we must
have the priority rules. Priority rules is rules that used to
determine the sequence of jobs in process-oriented
facilities [4].
TABLE I.

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS (EDD)

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
Method: Earliest Due Date (EDD)
Glue Spreading & Lamination

AJL (days/order)

5.44

Table I below shows the measures of effectiveness in
criteria of average job delayed (AJD) by using the EDD
method at all the four workstations. From table below, we
2015 Engineering and Technology Publishing
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22.38

can see that this EDD method has a very high of average
job delayed which is 22.38 days per job at hot press
station. This will leads to late deliveries to the customer.
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Therefore, this existing method or sequencing rule will be
analyze and compared with three other priority rules in
sequencing jobs which are First Come First Serve (FCFS),
Shortest Processing Time (SPT) and Longest Processing
Time (LPT) to select the best method in sequencing jobs
for this production line by comparing the average job
delayed at each workstation. This approach is to see the
impact of different priority rules at each workstation to
compare the average job delayed for all the orders at
every workstation. By doing this, the rules with the less
value of average job delayed will be proposed as the
sequencing rule for the production line. The order list for
August 2006 in Table II was collected at the end of July
2006. Only these 33 orders will be considered in this
scheduling analysis.
Secondly, to overcome the poor production planning
and scheduling, the priority rules of sequencing jobs
approach will be used. The existing earliest due date
(EDD) method will be analyze and compare with the
other three priority rules which are first come first serve
(FCFS), shortest processing time (SPT) and longest
processing time (LPT) to compare the measures of
effectiveness in the criteria of average job delayed.

compared to the other three rules which is first come first
serve (FCFS), shortest processing time (SPT) and longest
processing time (LPT). The description of each rules are
as mentioned above [6]:
 FCFS: first come, first served. The first job to
arrive at work center is processed first.
 SPT: shortest processing time. The shortest jobs
are handled first and completed.
 EDD: earliest due date. The job with the earliest
due date is selected first.
 LPT: longest processing time. The longer, bigger
jobs are often very important and are selected first.
For this scheduling analysis using the priority rules,
data required is the order list for the product that been
studied using data in Table II. This order list been
arranged according to the earliest due date practiced.
Only these 33 orders will be considered in the analysis.
The order list is for veneered MDF from OKM type with
thickness of 2.7mm. This order list will be used to
compare the existing EDD method of sequencing this
order with the other three methods which is FCFS, SPT
and LPT.
V.

TABLE II. ORDER LIST

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To overcome the poor production planning and
scheduling problem in the veneer lamination process, the
fourth part will be discussed which is about scheduling
analysis. The priority rules analysis will analyze the
measures of effectiveness for the existing practice rules
and the other three priority rules [7]. This analysis will
evaluate the measures of effectiveness in criteria of
average job delayed at all the four workstations for the
existing job sequencing methods practice by this
company, which is Earliest Due Date (EDD) with other
three other priority rules, which are First In First out
(FIFO), Shortest Processing time (SPT) and the Largest
Processing Time (LPT).
TABLE III. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS (GLUE SPREADING &
LAMINATION)
MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
Process: Glue Spreading & Lamination
AJL (days/order)

IV.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

SPT

EDD

LPT

3.42

5.44

13.76

TABLE IV. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS (COLD PRESS)

Scheduling analysis is the fourth approach to overcome
the poor production planning and scheduling problem.
This problem occurred in the veneer lamination process
in sequencing the jobs from the order place in.
Scheduling is one of the important things in production
works. It provides a basis and direction for assigning jobs
to work centers. For doing this, we must have the priority
rules. Priority rules is rules that used to determine the
sequence of jobs in process-oriented facilities [6]. These
rules provide guidelines for the sequence in which jobs
should be worked. The use of these rules will try to
minimize the average job delayed for each job.
For this project, the existing production line practices
the rules of earliest due date (EDD). This rule will be
2015 Engineering and Technology Publishing

FCFS

10.25

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
Process: Cold Press

AJL (days/order)

FCFS

SPT

EDD

LPT

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.00

Table III, Table IV, Table V and Table VI shows the
analysis result for all four priority rules at glue spreading
and lamination, cold press, inspection and repair 1 and
hot press process, respectively. All the result been
summarized in Fig. 3 which is the graph that shows the
comparison between all the scheduling methods at each
process. From the graph, we can see that Shortest
Processing Time (SPT) method is the method with less
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average job delayed compared to the other three methods.
The existing production at this factory uses the Earliest
Due Date method in sequencing the orders. From this
analysis, it is strongly recommended for the factory to use
the SPT method in sequencing the orders because the
existing EDD method is not relevant anymore to be used
because it will leads to late deliveries to the customer.
This SPT job sequence will be used as the order sequence
for the Kanban system that been suggested in this study
[8], [9].

few aspects still need some improvement in order to
increase the productivity and quality for the company
especially in line balancing and work study issue for this
production line. Few considerations can be taken as an
option to improve the productivity of this line such as
arranging new work allocation, implementation of
Kanban system for every workstation in order to improve
the line balancing.
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Figure 3. Graph measures of effectiveness

VI.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Overall, this study has been achieved the objective
which is to reduce the number of work-in-process (WIP)
at the veneer lamination process by proposing new
sequencing job rules of SPT instead of EDD. However, a
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